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Abstract—Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) have recently
caught great attention and achieved significant progress in graph-
level applications. In order to handle graphs with different
features and sizes, we propose a novel graph neural network,
which we call HAARNET, to predict graph labels with interrelated
convolution and pooling strategies. Similar to some existing
routines, the model assembles unified graph-level representations
from samples by first adopting graph convolutional layers to
extract mutual information followed by graph pooling layers to
downsample graph resolution. By a sequence of clusterings, we
embed the intrinsic topological information of each graph into
the GNN. Through the fast Haar transformation, we made our
contribution to forming a smooth workflow that learns multi-
scale graph representation with redundancy removed. As a result,
our proposed framework obtains notable accuracy gains without
sacrificing performance stability. Extensive experiments validate
the superiority on graph classification and regression tasks,
where our proposed HAARNET outperforms various existing
GNN models, especially on big data sets.
Index Terms—Graph Neural Network, Graph Pooling, Spec-
tral Graph Convolution, Haar Wavelets, Coarse-grained Chain,
Graph Classification, Graph Regression, Fast Haar Transforms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Graph representation learning has broad applications in net-
work science, biology, physics, chemistry, medicine, robotics,
computer vision, computer graphics and e-commerce [1]–[10].
Recently, graph neural networks (GNNs) have proved handy
machinery for structured data representation and learning.
They have become a topic of intense research due to their
remarkable ability on graph data modelling tasks, including
node classification, graph classification and regression, and
link prediction [11]–[17]. In a GNN model, appropriate design
of graph convolutional layers and pooling layers is crucial to
the model to achieve excellent performance. In this paper, we
develop graph convolution and pooling operations based on
Haar wavelets on graphs, which can achieve a state of the art
performance on graph classification and regression tasks.
Node classification and graph classification/regression are
typical tasks on graph-structured data. The node classification
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Fig. 1: An example of applying GNNs for labeling enzymes.
A set of graphs is extracted as the input data set, where each
graph represents a specific protein tertiary structure. The task
is to assign each enzyme instance to one of the given EC top-
level classes correctly. The GNN’s role is to find universally
applicable rules to label the graphs by learning the topological
and feature information of the input. HAARNET provides a
candidate GNN model with great potential. The structure of
enzymes is retrieved from the Protein Data Bank [18].
works on a single input graph which is to predict unseen labels
on nodes from labelled nodes. Its applications include relation
inference, rating and recommendation of users for products,
drug repurposing and so on [19]–[23]. The graph classification
or regression is a task of predicting the unknown labels of
individual input graphs from multiple labelled graphs. The size
and structure of input graphs are possibly distinct from one
to another. The applications of graph classification/regression
include protein (i.e. enzyme) structure classification, point
distribution pattern recognition in statistical physics, and at-
omization energy prediction in quantum chemistry [24]–[29].
Graph neural networks are useful for solving these prob-
lems. GNNs are deep neural networks with general architec-
ture analogous to traditional CNNs except the input is graph-
structured data. This difference, however, has a big impact on
the construction of the network and its components, such as the
counterparts of traditional convolution and pooling. In a GNN,
graph convolution is an operation that can distil a geometric
feature of the structured data which applies to both node-level
and graph-level tasks. We develop a graph version of Fourier
convolution using Haar wavelets for GNNs. The Haar-based
convolution carries computations in Haar wavelet domain: the
input feature on the graph and network filter are projected
into the frequency domain by the forward Haar transform,
and the convolution is then the adjoint Haar transform of the
ar
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Hadamard product of the projections.
Haar-based convolution alone, like other graph convolu-
tions, cannot deal with graph-level classification when the
input graph has different size and structure in the user-specified
network architecture. To this end, we develop a Haar-based
pooling operation to guarantee that the output of the network
has a unified size. The Haar wavelet system for convolution
is constructed from a coarse-grained tree of the input graph.
Haar-based pooling provides a cascading computing strategy
using this tree-structured system. It is thus a hierarchical
design with multiple pooling layers. Each pooling layer com-
presses the node number by combining the feature values and
graph topology of the current layer’s input. Consequently, the
implementation of pooling at the layer is simply a compressive
Haar transform of the input feature.
In this paper, we propose a GNN using the above convo-
lution and pooling; both defined in terms of the same graph
Haar basis. As compared to existing GNNs, this strategy is
distinguished in the following three aspects.
• Efficient graph representation learning: We generate
coarse-grained tree structure for graphs to support fast
computation on multiscale graph signal decomposition
and cascading pooling workflow. The constructed orthog-
onal bases guarantee sufficient sparsity to capture mutual
information between local and global embeddings with a
low computational cost. Our method is not only capable
of solving large-scale node-level learning problems, but
also outstanding in handling graph-level problems.
• Haar wavelet-based pooling strategy: We develop a
Haar wavelet method for the graph pooling comput-
ing. The fast transforms of Haar basis compress the
node number, which can filter out the high-frequency
information while preserving the major geometric and
feature information of the input graph data. Due to the
hierarchical construction of Haar wavelet system, our
pooling scheme can naturally synthesize the spectral-
based subgraph information and node feature.
• End-to-end network architecture: To the best of our
knowledge, our method attempts for the first time to
incorporate spectral-based convolutional and pooling lay-
ers in one GNN for graph classification and regression
tasks. Haar basis can adequately represent both local and
global information, and extract the topological and feature
information of the graph data. Aside from theoretically
appealing, empirical evidence supports the superiority of
the proposed Haar-based GNN.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II
reviews classic works of learning graph representation as well
as recent developments. Section III introduces the fundamental
ideas and notion that construct the spectral graph networks
and Haar wavelet system. Section IV formulates the proposed
Haar-based GNN method. In Section V, we test the proposed
model on a variety of graph learning tasks, including both
classification and regression tasks on benchmark and new
data sets. Section VI summarises the paper together with a
discussion on potential future work.
II. RELATED WORKS
Researchers have probed approaches for building the graph
convolutional layers. Two representative types are spectral-
based methods and spatial-based methods. The spectral graph
convolution (SGC), introduced in [30], is based on convolution
theorem and spectral graph theory [31]. SGC is realised
based on the graph Fourier transforms (GFTs), which how-
ever suffers from the high computational complexity of the
Laplacian eigendecomposition; and there is, in general, no fast
implementation of GFTs due to the irregularity of the graph
nodes.
On the other hand, filters in the Fourier domain cannot guar-
antee the localisation in the spatial (vertex) domain. ChebNet
proposed in [32] uses Chebyshev polynomial approximation
for graph convolution, which constructs a localised polynomial
filter while circumventing the computation of the Laplacian
eigendecomposition. GCN [33] simplifies ChebNet by using
the first order Chebyshev polynomial of the graph Laplacian
with renormalisation tricks in computation. Authors of [34],
[35] develop wavelet-based GNNs by replacing GFTs with
graph wavelet transforms (GWTs). Due to the high sparsity
of wavelet basis matrix, GWTs are more computationally
efficient than GFTs.
Compared with SGC, the spatial-based methods are closer
to the conventional CNN convolution on image classification
as the graph convolutions are computed based on a node’s
spatial relation and the learnable filters are defined in the
vertex domain [36]–[40]. In particular, Gilmer et al. [26]
provide the framework of message passing neural networks
(MPNNs), encapsulating many existing GNNs in the viewpoint
that information/message can be passed from one node to
another along edges/paths directly.
While graph convolution layers aim at extracting high-level
node representations, graph pooling layers are needed to obtain
the graph-level representations, which are necessary for graph
classification and regression problems as concerned in this
work. The general process is to coarsen a graph into subgraphs,
so that node representations on coarsened graphs represent
higher graph-level representations, and then use a readout layer
to collapse node representations of each graph into a unified
graph representation. Authors of [26], [36], [41] extend the
global sum/average pooling operations to graph models by
simply summing or averaging all node features. Some ad-
vanced graph pooling methods, such as DiffPool [42], SortPool
[43], TopKPool [44], [45], SAGPool [46], are proposed with
special consideration on the hierarchical representations and
the feature information. Apart from that, Noutahi et al [47]
and Ma et al [48] take the graph Laplacian into account to
combine the feature information and the structural information.
Such spectral-based techniques drop the detailed information
layer by layer to extract smoothing feature representations.
Unfortunately, both methods have high computational cost
mainly due to the Laplacian eigendecomposition.
III. TECHNICAL SUPPORTS
We define a set of input to be studied as Γ =
{(G1, X1), (G2, X2), ..., (GM , XM )} with graph Gg and fea-
tures Xg on it. A graph-level task aims at learning the hidden
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representation for each graph (Gg, Xg) to predict its label Yg in
labels {Y1,Y2, ...,YM}. For an undirected and weighted graph
instance Gg = (Vg, Eg,Wg), the Vg = {v1, v2, ..., vNg} is a
non-empty finite set of |Vg| = Ng vertices, and Eg ⊂ Vg×Vg is
a set of edges that can be represented as a weighted adjacency
matrix Wg ∈ RNg×Ng .
A. Spectral Graph Convolution
The spectral method defines graph convolution by an or-
thogonal basis on the graph. For an arbitrary graph, a spectral
convolution transforms the input signal X in through the net-
work trainable filter G
X˜ in = X inW ;
Xout = σ(ΦGΦ−1X˜ in). (1)
where σ(·) is the non-linear activation function and Φ is the
spectral basis matrix associated with the weighted adjacency
matrix W . The weight matrix W ∈ Rdin×dout provides an
affine transform of the input X in ∈ RN×din to X˜ in ∈
RN×dout . A spectral convolution can be defined by (discrete)
adjoint and forward spectral transforms: the adjoint spectral
transform Φ−1 maps X˜ in from the vertex domain to the
spectral domain; the filter G processes feature information
by the Hadamard product with the transformed graph data;
the forward spectral transform Φ transmits the information
back to the vertex domain to accomplish the convolution.
Here, we have used a weight detaching trick in Eq. (1), i.e.,
conducting feature transformation X inW before performing
the graph convolution, to reduce the parameter complexity
from O(N × din × dout) to O(N + din × dout).
People have proposed many ways to generate spectral-based
convolution. For example, graph Fourier transforms [49] define
the transform matrix Φ by the graph Laplacian. Graph wavelet
neural networks [34] use the graph wavelet transforms, which
provides a sparse and localised convolution for GNN.
The network filter G plays a similar role as an image
denoising task, where one uses low-pass filters to eliminate
the noise in high frequencies. In GNNs, the network filter
structure is data-driven and learned from the input graph data.
The adaptivity to the data determines which part of the signals
should be preserved, passed, or filtered out.
B. Coarse-grained Chain Encoder
Our graph convolution and graph pooling are based on a
coarse-grained chain of the graph. We employ graph coars-
ening to construct the chain. The target of coarsening is
to partition a graph G into smaller meaningful clusters. By
recursively downsampling vertices and creating new adjacent
matrices, a hierarchical architecture is created to fold similar
local features together. The clustering contributes to a chain
of graphs. Each member at the layer coarser than the finest
layer is a coarse-grained graph of its finer layer. The graph
nodes from a coarser layer are called parents, and the nodes
from a finer layer are called children.
To be precise, a coarse-grained chain is a sequence of graph
GJ→J0 := (G(J),G(J−1), ...,G(J0)),
Fig. 2: The hierarchical relationship of graph data Γ, an
individual graph G and its coarse-grained graph G(j) with
j = 0, 1, 2 as a snapshot of coarse-grained chain. The level-
wise Haar bases for every graph instance are generated from
the constructed chain, and they are acting as the guidance
of the corresponding graph convolution and graph pooling
operations.
where J > J0. In particular, we call G(J) the finest level or
the bottom level and it is inherited from the original graph.
We recognise G(J0) as the coarsest level or the top level. The
vertices at level j is denoted by
V(j) = {v(j)1 , ..., v(j)N(j)},
where N (j) := |V(j)| indicates the number of vertices in graph
G(j). The complete chain structure can be constructed via
either spectral or non-spectral clustering algorithms. Given the
finest graph G(J), we group N (J) vertices into N (J−1) clus-
ters. Each cluster is a new vertex at the coarser level G(J−1).
The remaining coarser levels could be found accordingly until
we reach the coarsest level G(J0). For any level j coarser than
the finest, the kth vertex also represents the kth cluster of
G(j+1) and some cluster for any finer levels. Each v(j+1)i at
level j+ 1 from the kth cluster is called a child of the cluster,
and v(j)k at level j is the parent of all the elements in the same
set.
There are many clustering methods, such as k-means [50],
METIS [51] and spectral clustering [52]. By the time complex-
ity, the METIS is faster than spectral clustering, which is faster
than k-means. In terms of the clustering accuracy, spectral
clustering and k-means are better than METIS. In practice,
we will consider the trade-off between the computational cost
and clustering precision.
C. Haar Orthonormal System and Local Filtration
Applying the conventional graph Fourier transform to GNNs
is straight-forward and a conceptually important breakthrough.
However, it comes with significant computational deficiency
and lacks scalability. One way to overcome the computational
intractability is to replace the Fourier basis by another or-
thonormal basis on the graph. The underlying orthonormal
system should be feasible to compute while allowing efficient
algorithms for spectral transforms. One such candidate is the
Haar orthonormal basis introduced by [53]–[55].
Haar basis is a sparse orthogonal system that adapts to a
coarse-grained chain of the underlying graph. To construct
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the graph Haar basis, we form a hierarchical structure GJ→J0
through progressively ‘folding’ the vertices of a graph. The
local orthogonal system is then dilated along the chain until
obtaining the global system at the bottom level, see Section IV
for more details.
The Haar orthonormal system is completely constructive via
a filtration (i.e. the chain). For the graph at each level of the
coarse-grained chain, we establish an orthonormal basis. The
basis at the finest layer becomes the global Haar basis of the
underlying graph.
The Haar basis guarantees the orthogonality and locality
of the system. The top-down procedure of basis generation
creates a sparse yet non-redundant set of system, and the
clustering of the chain connects the bases on two neighbouring
layers of the chain. It with the locality sparsifies the Haar
basis matrix and supports the feasibility of fast computation
on scalable data. With such construction, the Haar system
acquires the ability to handle graph input with changing
size and structure. It naturally enables processing of different
graphs with an embedded pooling operation, as we introduce
below.
IV. THE PROPOSED HAARNET
We present our proposed model in this section. We focus
on the model that works for graph classification and regres-
sion tasks. It includes three key operation blocks: orthogonal
system construction, Haar graph convolution and hierarchical
Haar graph pooling.
We first have a glance at the network architecture of our
HaarNet model for graph classification and regression tasks, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. As a typical GNN model, it contains Haar
graph convolution, Haar graph pooling and fully connected
layers in turn. Both the Haar graph convolution and pooling
operations are defined by Haar Global Orthonormal Basis
(HGOB) on an individual input graph G. HGOB is fully
constructive and based on a chain of the graph G. The Haar
graph convolution exploits the fast Haar transforms to extract
the graph data in the Haar wavelet domain. The Haar graph
pooling utilises the compressive Haar transforms filter out
the high pass but keeps the low pass in the multi-resolution
decomposition of the Haar wavelet system on the graph. In
consequence of the tree structure of the Haar system, the graph
size after the Haar pooling becomes identical, which enables
the HaarNet to cope with graph samples with varying size
and structure. We now introduce the computational principle
for each unit of operation.
A. Global Orthonormal Basis
For the graph G(j) of a chain at the jth layer, the constructed
Haar basis is a set of N (j) vectors of length N (j). It forms
a square matrix Φ(j) of size N (j). By its nature, the Haar
basis at each layer can be decomposed into ‘low-pass’ and
‘high-pass’:
Φ(j) =
[
Φ
(j)
low Φ
(j)
high
]
.
Here Φ(j)high can be generalised to multiple high passes. At the
finest layer G(J), we call Φ(J) the Haar global orthonormal
Fig. 3: A toy example of fast Haar basis construction. For a
given graph G, a bottom-up coarse-grained chain structure is
first generated by clustering. The Haar global orthogonal basis
is then constructed following a top-down fashion. Each parent
basis at level j is dilated to level j+1. The number of dilated
bases is determined by the number of its children at level j+1.
The generated Haar basis is sparse and properly sorted. See
Section IV-A for more details.
basis for the original graph G, or simply global Haar basis for
G. The global Haar basis provides a multi-resolution decom-
position and reconstruction, which is useful for sparsifying the
pair-wise constant interaction in the input signal and reserving
the mutual information between local and global embeddings
[56].
The global Haar orthogonal basis has been studied exten-
sively in [53]–[55], [57]. In particular, [54], [55], [57] show
explicit construction and fast implementation for the Haar
system. We aim at obtaining a sequence of the Haar orthogonal
bases (matrices) {
Φ(J0),Φ(J0+1), . . . ,Φ(J)
}
,
where Φ(j) is the basis matrix corresponding to the graph
G(j) = (V(j), E(j),W(j)) at the jth level of the chain, which
contains is composed of N (j) basis vectors
Φ(j) =
(
φ
(j)
1 , φ
(j)
2 , ..., φ
(j)
N(j)
)
.
The construction of the Haar system follows a top-down
manner to recursively adopt the characteristic function and the
extension function along the coarse-grained chain GJ→J0 =
(G(J),G(J−1), ...,G(J0)). We start from preparing the node
set V(j−1) = {v(j−1)1 , ..., v(j−1)N(j) } (which is ordered here for
illustration simplicity) for the coarser level by sequencing the
supernodes via their degrees or weights.
1) Characteristic Function: We define a characteristic
function χ(j)k for the kth cluster in V(j). It is also associated
with the kth vertex v(j−1)k in V(j−1).
χ
(j)
k :=
{
1, v
(c)
i = v
(j−1)
k ,
0, otherwise.
(2)
We use χ(j)k = 1 to determine whether the vertex v
(j)
i belongs
to the kth cluster. The condition is equivalent to have a parent
v
(j−1)
k at the coarser (j − 1)th level.
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2) Extension Function: The dimension of each Haar Basis
is determined by the number of vertices at that level. Con-
structing Φ(j) from Φ(j−1) requires the size of the orthogonal
system to be extended from N (j−1)×N (j−1) to N (j)×N (j).
We achieve the target in the following two steps. We start from
extending the column vectors {φ(j−1)1 , ..., φ(j−1)N(j−1)} vertically
to obtain N (j−1) vectors of length N (j). The lth new basis,
denoted by φ(j)∗l , is extended from
φ
(j)∗
l :=
φ
(j−1)
l√
ξ
(j)
l
, (3)
where ξ(j)l is the size of the lth cluster at level j. The vertices
within the cluster share the same parent of v(j−1)l ∈ V(j−1)
at the coarser level j − 1.
Next we apply the Gram-Schmidt process and extend the
number of orthogonal basis to match the number of vertices
at level j. Each φ(j)∗l from Eq. (3) would be split into ξ
(j)
l
basis. For k = 2, 3, ..., ξ(j)l , we define
φ
(j)
l,k :=
√√√√ξ(j)l − k + 1
ξ
(j)
l − k + 2
χ(j)k−1 −
∑ξ(j)l
i=k χ
(j)
l,i
ξ
(j)
l − k + 1
 . (4)
Accumulating all φ(j)l,k together for all the l clusters, and we
obtain an orthonormal basis for `2(G(j)) at the jth layer from
the (j − 1)th layer. The vectors of the basis gives the basis
matrix Φ(j) ∈ RN(j)×N(j) , which we call it a Haar transform
on `2(G(j)). For any chain structure GJ→J0 , we can always
apply the ‘vertical extending - horizontal extending’ scheme
and find the Haar orthogonal basis for the next finer level.
When j = J , we reach the finest level and the corresponding
Φ(J) is called the Haar Global Orthonormal Basis, or HGOB,
for the original graph G.
One special case is the coarsest level J0, where each
vertex belongs to an exclusive cluster, and there is no fur-
ther coarser level ‘J−1’. We modify Eq. (3) and Eq. (4)
accordingly by defining φ(j−1)l = 1 and ξ
(J0)
l = N
(J0). For
l = 2, 3, ..., N (J0), we have
φ
(J0)
1 :=
1√
N (J0)
φ
(J0)
l :=
√
N (J0) − l + 1
N (J0) − l + 2
(
χ
(J0)
l−1 −
∑N(J0)
i=l χ
(J0)
i
N (J0) − l + 1
)
.
We now utilise the constructed bases {φ(j)l }N
(j)
l=1 , j =
J0, . . . , J on the chain to define a graph convolution and graph
pooling, see Sections IV-B and IV-C.
B. Convolutional Layer
This section presents the motivation and details of the
core operations in a Haar Convolutional Layer. We include
the forward and adjoint Haar transforms for the Haar global
orthonormal basis on the graph as constructed above, and their
fast implementations as inspired by [35]. Also, we propose a
padding strategy for training the global structure of filtration.
In this paper, instead of applying the Fourier basis, we use
the Haar basis for the U in the graph convolution in Eq. (1).
We rule out the Fourier basis of the graph Laplacian to avoid
the fussy computation of a dense matrix. The computation cost
of eigendecomposition and discrete Fourier transform increase
dramatically with the graph size, which in no circumstance is
desirable. In contrast, our Haar basis is constructed from the
coarse-grained chain with clustering properties. The compres-
sive workflow provides a sparsified operator Φ to support the
fast computation of the adjoint and forward Haar transforms.
We adopt the notation from the previous sections and detail
the fast implementation below.
1) Adjoint Haar Transform: On level j of G(j)i , the adjoint
Haar transform formulates a set of Haar coefficients for X in
(Φ(j))TX in =
(
c
(j)
1 , ..., c
(j)
N(j)
) ∈ RN(j)×d.
The lth coefficient with respect to v(j)l is accumulated from
its children vectors v(j)l′ at level j + 1
c
(j)
l :=
∑
v
(j)
l ∈V(j)
ω
(j)
l S
(j)
l φ
(j)∗
l (5)
ω
(j)
l :=
1√
ξ
(j)
l
(6)
S(j)l :=
∑
v
(j+1)
l′ ∈v
(j)
l
ω
(j+1)
l′ S(j+1)vl′ . (7)
In a nutshell, the coefficient c(j)l for v
(j)
l reflects the weighted
sum of information from its children. The weight factors for
each child is defined by Eq. (6), and the recursive summation
follows Eq. (7).
2) Forward Haar Transform: The forward Haar transform
sends the Haar coefficients back to the vertex domain. Given
a set of coefficients c = {c1, ..., cN} at the finest level G(J),
the reconstruction is, for l = 1, ..., N,
Φcl :=
J∑
j=J0
W
(j)
l
 N(j)∑
k=N(j−1)+1
ckφ
(j)∗
kj
 (8)
W
(j)
l :=
j∏
k=J0
1
ω
(j)
k
for j = J0, . . . , J − 1. (9)
For a vertex v(J)k , we accumulate weighted information from
its parents v(j)kj at each coarser level j for j = J0, ..., J − 1.
The weight factor ω(j)k follows the same format as in Eq. (6).
3) Padding Strategy: The trainable filter matrix G is
learned in the wavelet domain and it is used to process the
Haar coefficients. Conventionally, the matrix for an individual
graph G(j) is constructed as a diagonal matrix of size N (j). In
graph-level tasks, different graphs share the same number of
features, but contain varying number of nodes. To eliminate
the inconsistency and apply an identical filtration rule along
the full graph data set, we consider a padding strategy on
Haar bases and extend all bases to a unified length. The
modified basis matrix then has the form Φ(j) ∈ RN(j)×N(j)max ,
N
(j)
max := max{N (j)1 , ..., N (j)M }, where we fill the extra columns
by 0 vectors.
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Fig. 4: An illustration of HAARNET structure with 2 Haar blocks and a fully connected layer. We unify a block of the
HAARNET structure to cover Haar graph convolutional layer(s) following Haar graph pooling layer(s) (red rounded-rectangles).
Given a set of graph Γ, we first construct the Haar basis sets Φ(2) and Φ(1) along the coarse-grained chain for each graph
Gi at level j = 2 and 1. The constructed orthonormal systems are applied to support convolutional and pooling operations.
The formulations inside one Haar block only involves one basis set. For the first Haar block, we take the ordered HGOBs
Φ(2) = {Φ(2)1 ,Φ(2)2 , ...,Φ(2)M } to guide the adjoint and forward Haar transforms. The process, as detailed in the blue rounded-
rectangle, constitutes one Haar graph convolutional layer. The filter matrix G is shared among graphs at the same level, and it
is universally applicable on different graphs after the padding strategy on the Haar basis of Φ. For the sake of conciseness, we
only demonstrate one convolutional layer. However, in practice, it could be repeated multiple times. We send the final output
of the convolutional layer (after activation) to the pooling layer, where we utilise the compressive Haar transforms to filter out
the high-pass signals and reserve low-pass signals. The coarsening process is implemented by the transform of Φ(2); the Φ(1)
(yellow rounded-rectangles) gives the size of the output of the downsampling procedure. Note that the network component
is not constrained to the illustration, and a specific application should determine the employed structure. For clarity, we also
exclude some common technical details like activation and weight detaching in this visualization.
C. Pooling Layer
The well-constructed Haar Orthogonal System is applied
to perform the pooling operation along the prepared coarse-
grained chain. We summarize the motivation and key calcu-
lations. For more details we refer the readers to the technical
analysis and proofs in [57]. For an input graph G and its chain
GJ→J0 , the Haar pooling consists of J − J0 Haar pooling
layers in the GNN. The Haar pooling of the jth layer is given
by
X̂(j) = (Φ˜(j))TX(j) (10)
for j = J − 1, J − 2, . . . , J0, where X(j) ∈ RN(j)max×d is
constituted from the output of the last convolutional layer. The
pooling operator Φ˜(j) takes the first N (j−1) columns from the
associated Haar Basis Φ(j) at the level j of the chain. As
a result, the output of this Haar Pooling layer downsamples
the matrix size to RN(j−1)×d for each graph. At the last Haar
pooling layer, the output has a standard size R1×d′ for each
graph. The output feature dimension d′ is determined by the
external weights of graph convolutional layers.
The compressive Haar transform follows a similar fast com-
putational strategy as the adjoint transform in the convolutional
layer. To minimise the number of summation and products
operations, we modify the weighted sum of signal information
in Eq. (7) by pre-gathering the feature vectors from child nodes
to the coarsest possible level. Formally, for the input feature
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X(j) ∈ RN(j)max×d at the jth layer, we prepare the weighted
sum by
S(j) := X(j) (11)
S(i)l :=
∑
v
(i+1)
l′ ∈v
(i)
l
ω
(i+1)
l′ S(i+1)vl′ . (12)
We define i ≤ j to represent the coarsest possible layer where
the corresponding φ(i)` is the `th member of the orthonormal
basis {φ(i)` }N
(i)
`=1 . At each level j, the compressive Haar trans-
form inherits full information from the first N (j−1) feature
vectors which are elected as parent nodes at level j − 1. The
rest N (j) −N (j−1) child nodes contribute their feature infor-
mation to the coarsest possible layer. The information from
parents and children are gathered via Eq. (11) and Eq. (12),
respectively. The calculation of weights ω(i+1)l′ follows Eq. (6),
and the final result of the compressive Haar transform is then
given by Eq. (5).
The pooling operation is essential to our graph regression
and classification tasks. It unifies graph embedding for a given
set of graphs with different structure and sizes. Such unanimity
allows our model to handle graph data without further pre-
processing. Besides, adopting Haar Pooling layers benefits our
GNN from three particular perspectives. First, it takes only the
low-frequency coefficients to approximate the original data.
The noise in high-frequency coefficients are stripped out, and
the remaining information is adequately purified. As a result of
performing local graph Fourier transformation, the subgraph
structure and the node features are utilised for generating
the supernode representations. As pointed out by [43], [58],
the compound information maximises the model performance.
Also, [56], [57] have shown that the Haar basis is closely
related to the average pooling operation, which incorporates
the spatial behaviour of the graph signal. Such pooling strategy
has attested its power in many practical applications of CNN
and GNN.
V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this section, we evaluate our proposed framework HAAR-
NET on several graph classification and regression tasks. In
Part V-B, we select four popular graph classification data sets
and compare the performance of our HAARNET with some
representative methods in the literature. Also, we demonstrate
the capability of learning on a large-scale data set for our
proposed method with a multi-class classification task in
Part V-C. Finally, we present one regression task in Part V-D.
We present the partial descriptive statistics of all the data
sets used in this paper in TABLE I, and provide detailed
descriptions in the corresponding subsections.
All the programs in this work were written in PyTorch
[59] and the library PyTorch Geometric [60], and all the
experiments run on NVIDIA® Tesla V100 GPU with 5,120
CUDA cores and 16GB HBM2 mounted on a high perfor-
mance computing cluster.
A. Experimental Setup
For each data set, we tune the model architecture of our
proposed HAARNET to produce the best performance. The
architecture search is conducted based on the number of
pooling operations and the number of convolutional layers
before each pooling operation. A two- or three-layer mul-
tilayer perceptron (MLP) is used as the classifier after the
sequence of convolutional and pooling layers across all the
experiments. The best architecture of HAARNET for each data
set is reported in the corresponding subsections. We employ
spectral clustering [61], [62] to generate the coarse-grained
chain with a given number of tree layers. Spectral clustering
has a provable capability of clustering various data patterns
and can also handle the graph with isolated nodes.
We split the data set in each experiment into training,
validation and test sets by 80%, 10% and 10% respectively. As
noticed in [63], different data splits will affect the performance
of a GNN model to a great extent. Thus, we repeat each
experiment 10 times with random shuffling for the data set
before splitting. Note that there is also randomness involved in
the spectral clustering step, which leads to a slightly different
coarse-grained chain generated for each graph. To rule out this
unwanted randomness, we pre-process each data set and attach
the generated coarse-grained chain with associated Haar bases.
Therefore, the random shuffling will not affect the structures
of the coarse-grained chains.
We report the mean accuracy (or loss in the regression
task) and the standard deviation of our model in all experi-
ments. For the baseline methods in Part V-B, unless otherwise
specified, we only report the best-published results from their
corresponding original papers for the available data sets. For
Parts V-C and V-D, we will specify the sources where the
results of the baseline methods are retrieved.
We use the Adam optimizer [64] with an early stopping
criterion as suggested in [63]. Specifically, we set a maximum
of 150 epochs and stop training if the validation loss does not
improve for consecutive 25 epochs. For the tasks in Parts V-C
and V-D, we turn off the early stopping, and the experiment
runs for a 20 and 100 epochs respectively. We leverage Tune
[65] and HyperOpt [66] to perform the parallel hyperparameter
tuning. We document a list of the hyperparameters of the
model in TABLE II along with their search spaces.
B. Graph Classification Benchmarks
In this part, we test the proposed HAARNET on four graph
classification benchmarks, and compare its performance with
traditional graph kernel methods and recent existing GNN
models.
We give the selected benchmark data sets as follows. D&D
[67], [68] is a protein graph data set consisting of a collection
of protein structures. A graph represents each protein in the
data set. The nodes are amino acids, and an edge connects
two nodes if they are less than six angstroms apart. The
node features of each graph are the binary encoding of
some chemical properties. The task is to classify the protein
structures into enzymes and non-enzymes; PROTEINS [67],
[69] is also a protein structure data set which we consider as
a simplified version of D&D with the same task. The protein
structures documented in PROTEINS are much smaller than
in D&D in terms of the node and edge numbers. MUTAG
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TABLE I: Statistical information of the data sets used for graph classification and regression tasks.
Data sets PROTEINS ENZYMES D&D MUTAG PointPattern(0.30)∗ PointPattern(0.35)∗ PointPattern(0.40)∗ QM7∗∗
Max. #Nodes 620 126 5,748 28 1,000 1,000 1,000 23
Min. #Nodes 4 2 30 10 100 100 100 4
Avg. #Nodes 39.06 32.63 284.32 17.93 478 474 475 15.44
Avg. #Edges 72.82 62.14 715.66 19.79 1632.50 1611.50 1610.00 122.83
#Graphs 1,113 600 1,178 188 15,000 15,000 15,000 7,165
#Classes 2 6 2 2 3 3 3 1
∗The number included in the bracket indicates the type of the PointPattern data set, and the level of difficulty of the task. The meaning of this number
will be explained in Part V-D.
∗∗The data set is used for the regression task and the #Classes represents number of regression targets.
TABLE II: Grid search space for the hyperparameters used in
all the experiments.
Hyperparameter Choice
Learning rate 1e-2, 5e-3, 1e-3, 5e-4, 1e-4
Hidden size 16, 32, 64, 128
Weight decay (L2) 5e-3, 1e-3, 5e-4, 1e-4
Batch size 32, 64, 128, 256
#Poolings 1, 2, 3
[70], [71] is a mutagen data set comprising 188 compounds.
Each compound is represented by a graph where atoms are
nodes, and covalent bonds are edges. The task is to predict
whether a compound in the data set is mutagenic based on
its compound structure and chemical properties. ENZYMES
[69], [72] is a graph data set consisting of 100 proteins. The
proteins will be classified into six Enzymes Commission top-
level enzyme classes (EC classes), such as oxidoreductases
(EC1) and transferases (EC2). It is thus a multi-class graph
classification task.
To demonstrate the performance of our proposed HAARNET
on these four benchmark classification data sets, we consider
the following state-of-the-art methods as the baselines:
• GIN [38] generalizes the Weisfeiler-Lehman graph
isomorphism test and thus achieves maximum
discriminative power among the class of GNNs.
• PATCHYSAN [73] uses a receptive field for the nodes
and extracts locally connected regions from graphs.
• DGCNN [43] proposes the so-called SortPooling layer
and applies convolution on the sorted graph nodes.
• DIFFPOOL [42] learns a soft assignment matrix by a
separate pooling GNN module. The learned assignment
matrix is then used to transform the node embeddings
and the graph structure.
• SAGPOOL [46] develops a pooling layer based on self-
attention mechanism using graph convolution. SAGPOOL
takes into account both node features and graph structure.
• EIGENPOOL [48] is a spectral pooling method which
relies on graph Fourier transform. They employ the
traditional GCN [33] for graph convolution and form a
complete framework for graph representation learning.
• G-U-NETS [44] is an encoder-decoder architecture
which involves the proposed graph pooling (gPool) and
unpooling (gUnpool) procedures.
• We also compare with several graph kernel methods,
including Shortest-Path kernel (SP) [74], GRAPHLET
count kernel [75], random walk kernel (RW) [76] and
Weisfeiler-Lehman subtree kernel (WL) [68].
The model architectures of our HAARNET used in PRO-
TEINS and MUTAG are two Haar convolutional (HaarConv)
layers followed by one Haar pooling (HaarPool) layer and
a three-layer MLP. The architecture used in D&D and EN-
ZYMES are two HaarConv layers followed by one HaarPool
layer and a two-layer MLP as the classifier. For each of these
tasks, we apply batch normalization [77] for all layers of MLP,
except for the output layer.
We summarize the results in TABLE III. Overall, our
proposed HAARNET obtains a superior performance against
the baselines on all the data sets. For PROTEINS and D&D,
HAARNET achieves the top test accuracy. For ENZYMES
and MUTAG, the performance of our HAARNET is ranked
top-three among all the baselines. It demonstrates that our
proposed model can effectively extract global topological
information of input graph via a hierarchical learning process,
and can adequately capture latent node clustering information
by the chain-based sparse Haar representation.
Moreover, we exploit the t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor
Embedding (t-SNE) to visualize the test classification results
of the pre-trained classifier on PROTEINS and D&D. (We
exclude ENZYMES and MUTAG due to the limited number
of test samples in these two data sets.) We use a two-
dimensional embedding space for visualization, and the point
in the embedding space corresponds to a graph of the test set.
Fig. 5 suggests that there is a visible clustering pattern of the
graphs processed by the sequence of HaarConv and HaarPool
layers in our model.
C. Large Data Set for Point Distribution Recognition
There are many benchmark graph data sets used in the
related literature for graph classification tasks, see [78], [79]
for examples. However, many data sets still suffer from a lack
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TABLE III: Mean test accuracy (in percentage) and standard
deviation of HAARNET as compared with existing models on
benchmark graph classification data sets, over 10 repetitions.
Methods PROTEINS ENZYMES D&D MUTAG
SP 75.07∗ 42.32a – 85.79∗
GRAPHLET 71.67∗ 41.03a 78.45∗ 81.58∗
RW 74.22∗ – – 83.68∗
WL 72.92∗ 53.43a 77.95∗ 80.72∗
GIN 76.2 – – 89.4
PATCHYSAN 75.00 – 76.27 91.58
DGCNN 75.54 57.12a 79.37 85.83
DIFFPOOL 76.25 62.53a 80.64 –
SAGPOOL 72.17 – 77.07 –
EIGENPOOL 76.6 65.0 78.6 –
G-U-NETS 77.68 – 82.43 –
HAARNET 78.3±1.60 62.5±3.85 82.5±3.59 89.6±2.49
‘∗’ denotes the record retrieved from PATCHYSAN [73].
‘a’ denotes the record retrieved from DIFFPOOL [42].
‘–’ means that the record is not available in the corresponding papers.
! The decimal place is not modified when transferring the results.
! The best result is in bold, and the second and third positions are marked
in red and blue, respectively.
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Fig. 5: t-SNE visualizations on test set. The points denote the
graphs, and the different colors represent the true class labels.
Left: PROTEINS. Right: D&D.
of understanding of the underlying mechanism, which may
lead to an unexplainable graph representation generated from
a graph learning method.
We introduce a novel large-scale graph classification data
set composed of simple point patterns from the statistical
mechanics. We simulate three types of point patterns in two-
dimensional space: hard disks in equilibrium (HD), Poisson
point process (PPP) and random sequential adsorption (RSA)
of disks. The PPP and HD are the models that are typically
used to describe the micro-structures of gases and liquids
[80]. The RSA is a non-equilibrium stochastic process which
simulates the particles one by one with some satisfied non-
overlapping conditions. The point patterns simulated by these
three mechanics are structurally different; thus, a collection
of these point patterns forms a graph classification task with
the three simulation models being the class labels. Each point
pattern is represented as a graph, where the particles are
reviewed as nodes, and there is an edge connecting two nodes
if the two particles are within a threshold distance. The node
degree is used as the feature for each node of all the graphs. We
name the resulting data set as PointPattern. Compared to the
data sets used in Part V-B, PointPattern is large-scale in terms
of sample size, graph size, and the number of connections
within each graph.
The volume fraction covered by particles φHD of HD is fixed
at 0.5, and this factor for the point pattern simulated from
PPP is φPPP = 0. Moreover, we can tune the corresponding
factor φRSA of the RSA model to control the similarity between
RSA and the other two simulation models. If φRSA becomes
closer to 0.5, it is harder to distinguish the point patterns
RSA from HD. Hence, the factor φRSA can be used to
adjust the level of difficulty of the task. In this experiment,
we consider three data sets with varying levels of difficulty
φRSA = {0.30, 0.35, 0.40}.
We compare our proposed HAARNET with the following
two GNN baselines: GCNCONV+TOPKPOOL uses GCN [33]
convolutional layer with TopK [44], [45] pooling layer; GIN-
CONV+TOPKPOOL employs GIN [38] convolutional layer
with TopK [44], [45] pooling layer. All the models, including
our HAARNET share the same neural architecture: three units
of alternating convolutional layer and pooling layer followed
by a three-layer MLP. We apply the dropout [81] only for the
first layer of MLP in each model to prevent from over-fitting.
In GCNCONV+TOPKPOOL and GINCONV+TOPKPOOL, we
use global max pooling to unify the graph representations
before feeding to the MLP classifier. In this experiment, we fix
the number of hidden neurons to 64, learning rate to 0.001 and
weight decay to 0.0005 for all the models. Each PointPattern
data set is a 3-classification task on 15,000 graphs (5,000 for
each class) with graph node size varying between 100 and
1,000. We refer the reader to TABLE I for more statistics of
the data sets. The data split and other experimental settings
are the same as the procedures described in Part V-A. The
experiment results are reported in TABLE IV and Fig. 6.
From the results in TABLE IV, we can see that our HAAR-
NET outperforms the baselines GCNCONV+TOPKPOOL and
GINCONV+TOPKPOOL on each of three data sets by a
large margin with 5 to 7 percentage points higher mean test
accuracy. Moreover, HAARNET also achieves much smaller
standard deviations than the baseline methods across all the
data sets. We further compare the trends of validation loss and
accuracy against epoch of the proposed HAARNET to those
of the baselines in Fig. 6. Although HAARNET has a higher
validation loss during the first 2 epochs than the baseline
methods, it converges rapidly and reaches the stationary point
within 7 epochs in training each data set. Fig. 6 also shows
that HAARNET obtains much smaller variations in term of
validation loss and validation accuracy. The lower validation
loss, higher validation accuracy and higher test accuracy of our
HAARNET on all the data sets indicate the superior learning
and generalization abilities. Based on these observations, we
can conclude that the proposed HAARNET is a highly effective
and robust model for large-scale graph classification tasks.
D. Graph Regression
In this part, we evaluate the performance of the HAARNET
on a graph regression task with QM7 data set [82], [83]
from the field of quantum chemistry. The data set consists
of 7,165 molecules, each of which contains up to 23 atoms.
We represent each molecule by a graph with the atoms as
nodes and bonds as edges. Then, the Coulomb energy matrix
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TABLE IV: Mean test accuracy (in percentage) and standard deviation of HAARNET and the other two baseline models on
PointPattern with three different levels of difficulty φRSA. The test accuracy is averaged over 10 repetitions each with 20
epochs and different random seeds.
PointPattern GINCONV + SAGPOOL GCNCONV + TOPKPOOL HAARNET
φRSA = 0.30 90.9±2.95 92.9±3.21 97.4±0.34
φRSA = 0.35 86.7±3.30 89.3±3.31 96.0±0.59
φRSA = 0.40 80.2±3.80 85.1±4.06 92.7±0.72
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Fig. 6: The plots of validation loss against epoch and validation
accuracy against epoch for PointPattern with three different
levels of difficulty φRSA = {0.30, 0.35, 0.40}.
of each molecule becomes the adjacency matrix which depicts
the topological structure of the corresponding graph. The at-
omization energy value of the molecule is the regression label.
Since the atom itself is featureless, we create an uninformative
feature (i.e., constant scalar 1) for each node of all the graphs.
Under this construction, the regressor model will only leverage
the structure of the graphs.
In the experiment, we standardize the target values for the
training procedure and then convert the predicted value back to
the original domain for evaluating the model on the validation
and test sets. As suggested in [26], we use mean squared error
(MSE) as the metric for the training and mean absolute error
(MAE) for the evaluations. To validate the capability of our
model, we borrow the following baselines along with their
records directly from [29] for comparison: Random Forest
(RF) [84], Multitask Networks (MULTITASK) [85], Kernel
Ridge Regression (KRR) [86], and Graph Convolutional mod-
els (GC) [87]. To make more comparison, we test on the model
with convolution plus pooling unit GCNCONV+SAGPOOL.
We employ one GCN [33] convolutional layer followed by
one widely used graph pooling layer SAGPOOL [46] and
a three-layer multilayer perceptron (MLP) as the classifier.
The neural architecture of our HAARNET is identical to the
baseline GCNCONV+SAGPOOL.
TABLE V: Average of test mean absolute error (MAE) and
standard deviation over 10 repetitions on QM7 for the graph
regression task.
Methods Test MAE
RF 122.7±4.2∗
MULTITASK 123.7±15.6∗
KRR 110.3±4.7∗
GC 77.9±2.1∗
GCNCONV+SAGPOOL 43.6±0.98
HAARNET (Ours) 42.7±0.92
‘∗’ indicates the records retrieved from [29].
TABLE V shows the results of the experiment. The HAAR-
NET achieves the lowest mean test MAE among all the
baselines, which demonstrate the superior performance of our
proposed method on this regression task. Compared to the
baseline GCNCONV+SAGPOOL model, HAARNET not only
obtains an even lower mean test MAE but also has a slightly
smaller standard deviation (calculated in the same number of
repetitions and epochs). These observations confirm that our
proposed HAARNET is an effective and robust model for graph
regression task.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed HAARNET for graph classification and re-
gression tasks. It is an end-to-end graph neural network with
interrelated graph convolutional and graph pooling layers. The
HaarNet model learns efficient graph representation in the
convolution and unified topological information in the pooling.
In comparison to existing approaches, our method manages
to preserve both local and global information while making
maximal use of extracted mutual information. Our spectral-
based method is supported by robust novel theories and also
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achieves superior prediction accuracy and stable performance
in extensive experiments. Evidence proves that our method
outperforms its competitors, especially on large-scale data sets.
We left some potentials for future study. First, the expres-
sivity power of the model is worth exploring. While empirical
results have shown its capability, a rigorous theoretical analysis
on the expressivity of HAARNET could help to solidify the
usefulness not only for our framework but also potentially for
general spectral-based methods. Also, although we test our
model mostly on the well-explored benchmark data sets, it
could as well be useful for real-world applications, such as
building knowledge graphs for drug repositioning for COVID-
19. Besides, the design of graph clustering needs to investigate
further. It is not yet clear to what extent the clustering
methods would have an impact on the performance of our
proposed HAARNET, and what is the guideline of choosing the
clustering methods that could better capture graph topological
information. Since the coarse-grained chain is built upon
the clustering results, methods that encode specific edge-
connection patterns could be an extra benefit to our model.
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